Write one sentence that utilizes each of the following words using context clues:

**Adversary:** Opposition; enemy
Your Sentence:

**Avarice:** extreme greed for wealth or material gain
Your Sentence:

**Prevarication:** an act of evading the truth; to lie
Your Sentence:

**Prudent:** Cautious; careful
Your Sentence:

**Gratify:** To satisfy; indulge
Your Sentence:

**Deftly:** Skillfully; nimbly
Your Sentence:

(page continued)
Give an example of each of the three types of irony. This can be from any book or movie you have read/viewed.

**Situational** (occurs when when a character or reader expects one thing to happen but something else actually does):

**Dramatic** (occurs when when the reader or the audience knows something that a character does not know):

**Verbal Irony** (occurs when a character says one thing but means another):